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The first soviet report about Auschwitz informed about "massive electrocutions" 

over prisoners.

The red army captured Auschwitz in january 27, 1945.

Youngstown Vindicator (Ohio) – February 2, 1945

An other article published the same month in The Jewish Chronicle about Oswiecim 

(Auschwitz):

https://news.google.com/newspapers?id=OXZIAAAAIBAJ&sjid=o4IMAAAAIBAJ&dq=oswiecim+electrocuted&pg=6545,325854&hl=es


The Jewish Chronicle (London) - February 9, 1945, p.1





Ilya Ehrenburg, a well-known jewish propagandist from the USSR that promoted 

the genocide of the germans and instigated the massive rape of german women by 

the red army, clamed early that "the world now knows that Germany has killed six 

million jews" before anyone could have even known that number.

http://en.metapedia.org/wiki/Ilya_Ehrenburg


Jewish Telegraphic Agency - March 9, 1945 - Backup 1 – Backup 2 – Backup 3

Ehrenburg, together with an other jewish propagandist, Vasily Grossman, are 

considered by many revisionists as the brains behind the lie of the Holocaust. They 

wrote "The Black Book", a work of pure fiction filled with horror stories that are 

physically impossibles, that have been since then widely discredited.

Derby Evening Telegraph: "7 millions killed in Treblinka"

http://archive.jta.org/1945/03/09/archive/trial-of-rumanians-charged-with-massacre-of-12000-jews-opens-in-bucharest
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625214804/http://archive.jta.org/1945/03/09/archive/trial-of-rumanians-charged-with-massacre-of-12000-jews-opens-in-bucharest
http://archive.is/2vkm9
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625215113/http://pdfs.jta.org/1945/1945-03-09_055.pdf
http://en.metapedia.org/wiki/Vasily_Grossman


Derby Evening Telegraph – Monday, May 14, 1945

The Zionist leader Chaim Weizmann said in August 1, 1945, in the World Zionist 

Conference in London:

Jewish Telegraphic Agency – August 2, 1945 - Backup

Source: Weigmann Opens World Zionist Conference; Appeals to Britain and Allies for 

Jewish State | Jewish Telegraphic Agency – Backup 1 – Backup 2

A jew from Cleveland, Dr. Abba Hillel Silver speaked to more than 70.000 people in a 

Zionist rally in the Madison Square Gardens, in the city of New York the 11th of Juny, 

1945.

Somehow, despite still were 5 months left for the start of the Nuremberg trials, Dr. 

Silver already knew that six million had been killed.

http://pdfs.jta.org/1945/1945-08-02_177.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625215616/http://pdfs.jta.org/1945/1945-08-02_177.pdf
http://archive.jta.org/1945/08/02/archive/weigmann-opens-world-zionist-conference-appeals-to-britain-and-allies-for-jewish-state
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625215703/http://archive.jta.org/1945/08/02/archive/weigmann-opens-world-zionist-conference-appeals-to-britain-and-allies-for-jewish-state
http://archive.is/4f9Q5


What is more curious is that it was not 'revealed' that 6 million jews died until 

december of 1945.

Saskatoon Star-Phoenix - December 14, 1945, p.1

Meanwhile the jews are shouting about a "holocaust" in Europe, Zionist terrorist 

groups act in Palestine killing men, women and children, like in the massacre of Deir 

Yassin.

https://news.google.com/newspapers?id=OJBjAAAAIBAJ&sjid=M3oNAAAAIBAJ&pg=3933,3834412&hl=es
http://www.deiryassin.org/


In 1946, agents of the jewish terror from the terrorist organitzation called Irgun, which 

was leadered by the mass murder Menachem Begin (who would become the Prime 

Minister of Israel) caused an explosion in the Hotel King David, disguised as arabs. 91 

people were murdered, 28 of the victims were british workers. The british were the real 

target of the terrorist attack because the hotel was the british command headquarter.

Menachem Begin, terrorist leader of the Irgun, the brain behind the terrorist attack against 

the Hotel King David in 1946 and others atrocities; Prime Minister of Israel.

1947-1949

During this 2 years the Zionists wiped off the map 419 arab villages and built jewish 

settlements in their place. This process of ethnic cleansing continues today.

https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Men%C3%A1jem_Begu%C3%ADn


The Canadian Jewish Chronicle - October 5, 1945

Ben Gurion knew about the "six million jews" 4 months before that it was official

The future Prime Minister of Israel claimed that six million jews died in his speech 

gived the 2th of august, 1945 to the Zionist World Conference in London.

https://news.google.com/newspapers?id=rv9OAAAAIBAJ&sjid=dUwDAAAAIBAJ&pg=6711,5264474&hl=es


In September of 1949, the Lewiston Morning Tribune published an article claiming that  

"the germans keept using jewish bones to make chinaware."

Lewiston Morning Tribune - September 15, 1949

http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=RsxeAAAAIBAJ&sjid=szIMAAAAIBAJ&pg=5520%2C1160357


1976

The influential Zionist leader Nahum Goldmann, co-founder and during much time the 

leader of the World Jewish Congress, published a book about the jews called: "The 

Jewish Paradox". In the book Goldmann admits calmly in the pages 122 and 123 that 

years before the end of the WWII two influential jews conceived the idea of a 

"Nuremberg" after the war as a trial-show and the "compensations' that would be paid 

to the Jews. Goldmann described how he, and his Zionist fellows conceived the fraud 

of the compensations to finance the jewish settlements in Palestine after the war.

1990

The official death toll of Auschwitz is lowered but the official version didn't change 

even a bit.

https://books.google.es/books/about/La_paradoja_judia.html?id=Nc0LYAAACAAJ


Also in 1990, an other holohoax myth was discredited: the absurd lie that the nazis 

used the skin of jews to make "lampshades" and their fat to make "human soap".



Yad Vashem: Nazi soap stories `invention’ – Haaretz – Israel News | Haaretz.com - 

Backup

The Yad Vashem website used photos of "human soap" 20 years after it was admitted as 

a fake.

Source: https://archive.fo/wxB5L

The revisionists estimate that the number of victims combined from all the 

concentration camps is around 300.000 and 500.000. Of them, the half were jews.

Unlike the discredited "6.000.000", this number is based on a solid documentation, that 

included the reports published by the International Red Cross that inspected the 

concentration camps.

The the main cause of death was the epidemic of typhus and the hunger.

After decades of careful forensic investigation, scientific analysis and intense study, the 

revisionist academicians have placed the "gas chambers", "steam chambers", " 

conductive straps of electrocution", "chambers of asphyxiation", "devices pedalled to 

strike brains", "powder of Jewish bone used for the construction" and other silly 

things in the kingdom of the science fiction.

http://www.haaretz.com/yad-vashem-nazi-soap-stories-invention-1.149937
http://archive.is/mKKUs
https://archive.fo/wxB5L


The "gas chambers"



The chambers are not sealed hermetically and his doors are of wood, that is to say, 

that there had been constant escapes of lethal gas.

There is no sufficient ventilation. On an execution having be realized, a chamber one 

could not have ventilated with efficiency, to realize to the instant another execution, as 

affirm the testimonies.

The Zyklon B has reaction to the contact with the oxygen that marks the walls 

with gigantic spots of blue color Prussia, completely non-existent spots in the 

"homicidal completely visible chambers of gas", but in the chambers of disinfection 

where the clothes of the prisoners were fumigated.

Marks of blue Prussia in a disinfection chamber

'Gas chambers' used in The United States to execute to prisoners condemned to death VS 

doors of the "chambers of gas" used in the concentration camps.



Walls of the "gas chamber " of Auschwitz. Without the characteristic spots of blue color 

Prussia left by the gas Zyklon B. 

Images of the disinfection chambers

As you can see the disinfection chamber has windows

The victims of the disinfection chambers of were shirts, trousers and sheets

Machine used in the chambers of disinfection to warm the Zyklon B's granulated used to 

disinfect the clothes of the prisoners

Typhus

Typhus, also known as typhus fever, is a group of infectious diseases that 

include epidemic typhus, scrub typhus and murine typhus.[1] Common symptoms 

include fever, headache, and a rash.[1] Typically these begin one to two weeks after 

exposure.[2]

http://www.ihr.org/jhr/v07/v07p-73_berg.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Infectious_diseases
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epidemic_typhus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scrub_typhus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murine_typhus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typhus#cite_note-CDC2017In-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typhus#cite_note-CDC2017In-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typhus#cite_note-CDC2017He-2


The Sydney Morning Herald – April 16, 1946, p.1

Senator Joseph McCarthy leaved the investigation comission of one of the trials against 

the 'nazis' to protest against the brutal methods useds to make the prisoners "confess".

The Mercury – May 23, 1949, p.3

It was also mentioned in an article from the Sunday Pictorial.

Sunday Pictorial – January 23, 1949, p.3

The fact that others nationalsocialists like Julius Streicher, (condemned to death in the 

Nuremberg circus) was tortured is mentioned in the next article.

The Advocate – April 29, 1946, p.1

Bergen-Belsen

Due to the allied bombardments that destroyed the infrastructures used for the 

transport of supplies to the camps added to the epidemic of typhus in these, many 

camps suffered shortage of supplies of food and medicines; with the prisoners' 

resulting deaths.

After evacuating Bergen-Belsen, the British forces burned the whole concentration 

camp to avoid the spread of the typhus.

Germany, May 21, 1945

http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/page/998930
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/page/1896210
http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/page/5812130


Dachau

Prisoners in the shower room of the concentration camp

Jewish babies at Dachau. These Hungarian Jewish women and their babies were 

photographed on May 1, 1945, two days after the liberation of the camp. The official US 

Army caption reports that these Jewish babies were born during the final months of 

German control of the camp. (US Army photo SC 205488.)

Women in the maternity room of Dachau

This US Army photo was taken at Dachau on April 30, 1945, one day after the camp's 

capture. It shows a GI standing in front of a door marked with a skull and crossbones and 

the words "Caution! Gas! Life danger! Do not open!" According to the official caption, 

"these chambers were used by Nazi guards for killing prisoners of the infamous Dachau 

concentration camp." In fact, this is a small disinfection gas chamber used for delousing 

clothes. It was never used to kill people. For several decades, this photo has been widely 

reproduced to help keep alive the notorious Dachau "gas chamber" myth. (US Army 

photo SC 206194.)

Novaky

In this photo we see Jewish prisoners of war doing a SWIMMING POOL in Novaky's 

work camp. 

Source: 

www.yadvashem.org/yv/en/exhibitions/communities/bratislava/labor_camps.asp

In the last photo of below, we can observe the prisoners using the already finished 

swimming pool.

Fake images

http://www.yadvashem.org/yv/en/exhibitions/communities/bratislava/labor_camps.asp


They are caused by specific types of bacterial infection.[1] Epidemic typhus is due 

to Rickettsia prowazekii spread by body lice, scrub typhus is due to Orientia 

tsutsugamushi spread by chiggers, and murine typhus is due to Rickettsia typhi spread 

by fleas.[1]

Tifus – Wikipedia

As it is mentioned this spreaded by lice, that's the reason why the germans shaved 

the head of the prisioners in the concentration camps, to prevent typhus.

Effects of typhus:

Prisoner sick with typhus in Andersonville's prison 1865 - American Civil war

Pvt. William M. Smith, Co. D, 8th Kentucky Vols, a prisoner from the Andersonville prison. 

(Library of Congress)

Victims of the Confederate Concentration Camp in Andersonville, Georgia, U.S.A., 1864. 

United States soldiers

For more images of the Andersonville prisoners clic here.

Sitio Histórico Nacional de Andersonville – Wikipedia

Andersonville (Georgia – Wikipedia)

Andersonville National Historic Site

Lizzie Van Zyl, boer girl sick with typhus in the concentration camp of Bloemfontein

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bacterial_infection
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typhus#cite_note-CDC2017In-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rickettsia_prowazekii
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Body_lice
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orientia_tsutsugamushi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chiggers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rickettsia_typhi
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fleas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typhus#cite_note-CDC2017In-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Typhus
http://www.civilwar.org/hallowed-ground-magazine/summer-2014/hell-hath-a-new-name.html?referrer=https://www.google.es/
http://usslave.blogspot.com.es/2012/08/ghosts-of-andersonvilles-prisoner-of.html
https://www.google.es/search?q=Andersonville&client=firefox-b-ab&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwib3Y2Wu6HRAhUCfpAKHWXDDKgQ_AUICSgC&gws_rd=cr&ei=gDxpWKY3ht5R79SxwAw
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sitio_Hist%C3%B3rico_Nacional_de_Andersonville
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andersonville_(Georgia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andersonville_National_Historic_Site
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lizzie_van_Zyl


This photo is spread to show as the Nazi they were submitting the Jews in terrible 

experiments ... 1) one forget to draw pieces of hand and of knee 2) The color does not 

correspond to the environment in the photo. 3) The heads of the children do not 

coincide with the undernourished bodies 4) The personage does not have the contours 

of the face drawn 5) this one sat in the air, out of the banks.

Link: Taking down the o�cial version of the holocaust part 4

https://telegra.ph/Taking-down-the-official-version-of-the-holocaust-part-4-03-04


DDT

Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane, commonly known as DDT, is a colorless, tasteless, 

and almost odorless crystalline chemical compound, an organochlorine, originally 

developed as an insecticide, and ultimately becoming infamous for its environmental 

impacts. First synthesized in 1874, DDT's insecticidal action was discovered by the 

Swiss chemist Paul Hermann Müller in 1939. DDT was used in the second half of World 

War II to control malaria and typhus among civilians and troops. Müller was awarded 

the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine "for his discovery of the high efficiency of 

DDT as a contact poison against several arthropods" in 1948.

Allied soldiers using DDT to fight the typhus epidemic

Auschwitz

The Calgary Hearld - April 5, 1961, page 3

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DDT
http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=RGVkAAAAIBAJ&sjid=VHwNAAAAIBAJ&dq=belsen%20gas%20chamber&pg=3733%2C740920


Auschwitzer Joseph Zalman Kleinman testifies at the 1961 Adolf Eichamann trial, where he 

mentions the Auschwitz-Birkenau football pitch, which was in Compound B2F, 

immediately next to the two large "gas chambers"

Holocaust remembrance: Football ‘helped save Auschwitz PoW’s life’ – BBC News - 

Backup

Former prisoner of war, 96, remembers playing in Auschwitz football league during 

return to Nazi death camp | Daily Mail Online

Though it is not in the habit of forming a part of Auschwitz's tour, to the visitors who 

discover it, it is said to them that this swimming pool is not really a swimming pool by 

no means, but rather a water tank to attack fires, which it was constructed in the form 

of a swimming pool. If it was true, one can wonder as what water tank for extinction of 

fires it would have steps and stairs that lead the same one, as well as springboards, 

blocks of take-off and decorative accessories. The swimming pool is clearly located 

where the prisoners had access to this, since we can see the fence perimetral of the 

right appears inward, and the prisoners' huts to the left side.

http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-wales-south-west-wales-16679938
http://archive.is/OmlsO
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2443817/Former-prisoner-war-96-remembers-playing-Auschwitz-football-league-return-Nazi-death-camp.html


In an article from The Michigan Daily in 1955 it was claimed that the pool was really 

a mass grave.

The Michigan Daily – Saturday, October 15, 1955

The fake chimney

Internal money used in the camp:

The "confession" of Rudolf Höss

Rudolf Höss was tortured to get his "confession".

In the next article we can find the "confession".

https://news.google.com/newspapers?id=kwtbAAAAIBAJ&sjid=LU4NAAAAIBAJ&dq=nazis+hair+mattresses&pg=1894,2031518&hl=es


The image is not of Auschwitz but of an accident of train in Ohio (United States)

New about the accident of train published in the New York Times: 

New York Times – December 4, 1912 - Backup

Source: Eight die, 7 Hurt, In Rear-End Crash | New York Times - Backup

http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-free/pdf?res=9E00E0DE103CE633A25757C0A9649D946396D6CF
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625230752/http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-free/pdf?res=9E00E0DE103CE633A25757C0A9649D946396D6CF
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9E00E0DE103CE633A25757C0A9649D946396D6CF
http://archive.is/LWwTY

